Flight Simulation Australia Directory

Flight Simulation Websites
There are hundreds of flight simulation resource sites, channels and YouTube videos available on the Internet.
Some are online presenters, providing valuable reviews on the latest product releases or giving commentary
on sim-related topics. Others are instructional ‘how to’ tutorial videos on a whole range of informative topics
created by talented and knowledgeable flight sim enthusiasts or pilots. Yet others are product developer
and/or vendor sites from where flight sim hardware and software is showcased which can be freely
downloaded or purchased.
Following are some of the key players. The descriptions provided are gleaned from each site are not
endorsements or advertising for any products, brands or organisations unless otherwise stated. It is
recommended that if you like a particular channel, you subscribe to it to ensure you keep up-to-date with the
latest releases.
Websites are categorised under the following support headings:
• Flight simulation organisations
• Commentary YouTube channels
• Instructional sites
• Product developers and vendors
• News and information
• Videos

ORGANISATIONS

Flight Simulation Association (FSA) is a relatively new
organisation, established by two key organizers of the
successful US FSExpo. It aims to be a “launching pad”
for those new to the hobby, while offering
experienced simmers additional ways to connect and
engage within the community.
The longer-term mission of FSA is to build an organisation that is community-driven by content
creators, and developers who work to keep the hobby growing. Their intent is not to offer a
forum, web store, news, articles etc. as they recognize there is already a plethora of outlets
that provide these resources. Instead, their goal is to point new members those sites and help
connect them to the passionate flight sim community.
They have begun well with their site, providing guides with on an extensive range of topics
aimed at deepening the knowledge of simmers. These have been produced by experienced
flight simmers, reviewed by developers and include videos and tips from content creators.
Access to these resources is via a free account with the option of purchasing a membership for
a nominal amount. The fees collected will grow FSA into a true organisation that can help
advocate for and grow the flight sim community.
Flight Simulation Australia strongly endorses the
establishment of Flight Simulation Association,
and encourages members of the flight sim
community to join in support.
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Association of Flight Simulator Builders and Instructors (AFSBI) is a US
member-driven organisation promoting the use of flight simulation. The
Association aims at providing a link between researchers, developers,
builders and users, and Government and Non-Government organisations.
AFSBI promotes the flight simulation ecosystem by supporting flight
training, professional and personal users, aviation industry, research and innovation. The
Association aims at organizing in collaboration with existing structures, annual gatherings of
members and interested parties, either independently or in conjunction with other relevant
events. AFSBI maintains an online, interactive and user-updated directory of simulators and
simulator components, users, vendors, instruction providers, flight simulator communities,
and online references. Membership is free.

AVSIM is a free to join n on-profit flight simulation social network that
focuses heavily on Microsoft Flight Simulator, Prepar3D and X-Plane. It
features a community forum, file library, and product reviews. The
website is maintained by a group of volunteers and bandwidth and
equipment is paid for by donations and advertising. Formed in 1996, it is now one of the world’s
largest flight simulation websites. The main focus of the website is providing additional content
that users can use within a flight simulator, such as aircraft in addition to default planes, scenery,
modified airport files, additional AI, and programs which modify all of the above. Additionally, the
website provides users reviews of commercial content created for use flight simulation platforms.
The website’s forums are used as a focal point for discussion of reviews, news within the industry,
as well as general flight sim topics.

The WorldFlight organisation conducts a virtual around the world flight for
charity. The concept was started by a team in the United Kingdom and since
has spawned into an annual event with participants all over the globe. The
popularity of conducting a World Flight for charity is growing. Over the years
teams from Canada, Ireland, Scotland, England, USA and Austria have joined.
World Flight Australia started in 2001 and over the years has raised over
$220,000 for the Royal Flying Doctor Service (RFDS), helping with the cost of
avionics and providing funding for Fly Around Clinics in the essential air
ambulances used to ferry nurses, doctors and patients around rural Australia.
The event takes place generally in the first week of November. Those who have full-sized sims
around the country form voluntary teams to crew the 24/7 event for a week, Team members
contribute a donation for the experience. Air Traffic Control is provided by the VATSIM network.
Throughout the week, online canvassing for donations takes place as individuals who wish to
participate can do so on their own home simulators. The event therefore becomes a high-level
social engagement activity.

FSX Multiplayer (formally FSX Beyond GameSpy) is
sponsored by Boston Virtual ARTCC, an integrated
community of realistic and professional pilots and air
traffic controllers. The website is designed to provide
everything you need to know about exploring aviation in an online multiplayer environment,
including which communities are available. The FSX Multiplayer mission is to have a website
designed to be a neutral, fair informational site that helps educate multiplayer users of flight
simulator about their options. For the flight simulation hobby to thrive, the online aviation
community must work together to continue to share knowledge with those new to flight simulation.
By transcending the individual needs of each community, FSX Multiplayer has helped to maintain
the stability of online aviation.
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The Illawarra Flight Simulator Group in Shellharbour, New
South Wales, welcomes flight simulation enthusiasts from the
Illawarra region to coffee mornings to share flight sim knowhow. The group has an expanding membership and they
guarantee that if anyone has a genuine interest in flight simulation, they will meet like-minded
people they will get on with. They might even get the answer to that one question that has been
bugging them.
Membership is a low $25 per annum. Being a not-for-profit organisation, fees
go towards the development of the flight simulation hobby with Expo displays,
insurance and live training days. They are also developing full-size aircraft
simulators for use within the group and at Expos.

Aerosoft was founded in 1991 in Germany to develop additional software for
the Microsoft Flight Simulator series and for trainee pilots. Since 2007,
Aerosoft increasingly focused on publishing highly realistic simulation games.
At Aerosoft’s You Tube channel you will find recent trailers, official product
videos and other moving images about their simulators.

VATSIM, or Virtual Air Traffic Simulation Network, is one of the
two main providers of flight-simulation networks that allows users
to either fly online as a pilot, or direct traffic as an air traffic
controller (ATC). Communications between pilots and controllers
are carried out using integrated voice-over-Internet Protocol (VOIP) or in-game text messages.
Users require custom software to use the network. Through VATSIM, simmers have come
together as a network of virtual pilots interacting with air traffic controllers to produce a vast,
organic simulation of actual air traffic. VATSIM is divided into six regions which are further
subdivided into country-specific divisions to cater for operational differences. The divisions
themselves are divided into Flight Information Regions (FIRs), Virtual Area Control Centers (VACCs)
and Air Route Traffic Control Centers (ARTCCs). Australia is in the Oceania Region which has two
divisions, VATSIM Australia Pacific (VATPAC) and VATSIM New Zealand (VATNZ). Virtual pilots
who wish to get involved with this network need to have a high level of online aviation proficiency
and a sound knowledge of ATC procedures. Training is available through the VATSIM network.

The International Virtual Aviation Organisation (IVAO) was founded in 1998
to provide an online platform for flight simulation enthusiasts to enjoy their
hobby in a simulated real-world environment, in company of other people,
flying or providing Air Traffic Control. IVAO is a legally registered not-for-profit
organisation under Belgium law. It has a multi-layered management structure
to ensure it is strategically governed in a fair, legal and transparent way.
All IVAO’s services and software is provided free of charge as the organisation’s costs a covered by
private donations and corporate sponsorship. The IVAO has chapters in participating countries.
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Pilot Central was created as an alternative to the VATSIM and
IVAO professionals wanting to get on and fly while having fun
doing it. It was founded by a group of flight simulation
enthusiasts who wanted something different and were of the belief that many virtual airlines
and online networks today lose sight of what is important – having fun.

Melbourne Simflyers group has been established for aviation
simulation fans in the Melbourne area to share, post and
comment on their love for the flight simulation hobby. They
organise and post regular competitions, challenges and
giveaways and they’re more than welcome to hear your ideas and
suggestions. This is an open group, so please feel free to pass on the link to
like-minded friends in the Melbourne area too.

Stormbirds is a flight simulation blog which began in 2016 is about
worlds of aviation and PC simulation. The author writes editorials,
short historical pieces on aircraft tactics, news and events from the
simulation world. The site would be of particular interest to military
aircraft enthusiasts. On its Aircraft Gazetteer page, it showcases military aircraft the author
personally flies in simulation. The Resources page contains reviews and reviews on product
releases. Of particular interest to waries is the annual Sturmovikfest. This is a week-long online
festival organized by the IL-2 Sturmovik fan community. Throughout a week, servers, squads,
streamers and more run events and fly-in’s on multiplayer servers.

YouTube channels
The Aus Flight Simmer channel has a distinctive Australian appeal. It is for
the everyday flight simmer where you can fly, create and be entertained.
Weekly content includes: first look reviews, top 5 videos on aircraft,
sceneries and utilities for all different types of flight simulators including
Prepar3D and X-Plane 11. There is also streaming of
regular events. Worth a look and subscribing to.

AviationPro is a YouTube channel and Facebook page based in The
Netherlands, dedicated to making educative videos and podcasts about
aviation and flight simulation. Videos about VATSIM form the bulk of
educative videos aimed at teaching virtual pilots proper radio communication
procedures and flying skills. Features of his prolific productions include radio
communication and flight procedure tutorials, VATSIM example flights and real-world videos. He
adds a professional touch to flight simulation in a relaxed and friendly environment, making
learning fun and easy.
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Boushzone YouTube channel provides a number of amateur tutorial videos on
a range of topics along with videos of flights undertaken. Some of tutorials
include: Taxiing, VATSIM procedures, approach and landing. These are
undertaken in a range of aircraft types.

Captain_Mac has a video channel which covers a number of different
playlists: full flight tutorials, real world procedures, in-depth tutorials,
the life of a virtual airline pilot, the life of a virtual cargo pilot, FSX
movies and a live stream. The channel is supported by his Facebook
page. His tutorials are very chatty but informative.

Captain Nav has a YouTube channel currently with 74 videos. These are
predominantly of full flights with a running commentary of each flight
detailing the procedures he takes for each flight. His flights cover a wide range of departure points
and destination around the world. There are some educational tutorials such as how to read IFR
charts.

Chris Flies Planes is a YouTube channel dedicated to flight sims with
footage from P3D, FSX, DCS and more. He specialises in military jet
fighter aircraft. He has established a number of campaign missions
created for Digital Combat Simulator (DCS).

Doofer911 is a Scottish video blogger who translates difficult flight sim
procedures into easily to understand videos. He’s a guy with a passion for
learning and sharing that knowledge and understanding in a simple way
which makes sense. He has produced dozens of tutorial videos on a wide
range of aviation and flight simulation topics. Currently he has over twelve
thousand subscribers.
Highly recommended by Flight Simulation Australia.

Flightdeck2sim is an airline pilot YouTube channel of tutorials formed by
a Type Ratings Instructor with over 7,000 hours on the Boeing 737 with a
major European carrier. He uses the PMDG NGX to replicate real world
procedures based on how he flies the real 737-800 using correct
operating procedures.
He is also active on AVSIM helping simmers with any questions they might have. His aim is to
provide realistic, informative and useful information to help you enhance your flight simulation
experience, and to return to the community something which he wished he had when growing up
with flight simulator.
Highly recommended by Flight Simulation Australia
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Flight Chops (Steve Thorne) creates real world “ride-along” flying
videos aimed at sharing his experiences and giving back to the aviation
community which has been so helpful to him. He shoots multi-camera
angles, gets detailed real time instrument panel shots, and has radio
intercom audio. He puts a fair bit of work into editing to keep the
videos concise and engaging, adding animations, graphics and voice overs where needed to add
context and explanations.

Flight Brothers FT are two flight simulation and aviation enthusiasts.
Their aim is to enhance your virtual flight experience within the
community. They operate on the belief that “a good pilot is always
learning”. They encourage the sharing of knowledge, constructive feedback and content ideas to
help them grow the channel into one you will look forward to coming back to. They have extensive
playlists on a variety of flight simulation topics.

Flight Trajectory is produced by FAA certified instructor and airline
pilot. Through his channel, his goal is to help and inspire others to
pursue their dreams and hopefully see them in the friendly skies one
day. He applies real world principles and lessons to help you get the
most out of your flight simulation experience. His channel contains a progressive series of tutorial
videos based on the Cessna 172, from understanding cockpit instruments through the essentials of
flying training.

MyFlight Director is a YouTube channel dedicated to helping
you get better at making and editing flight sim videos and
making a more enjoyable experience within FSX.
It is the place to find the very best flight simulator videos, featuring specially selected daily flight
videos. They also provide articles on an array of topics from different editing techniques to addon
recommendations.

Fly&Like w/Simulation and Aviation is a YouTube channel and Facebook page
for everybody who is interested in aviation, who loves the smell of jet fuel,
who travels around the world and wants to see more from the office with a
view. They deliver hot aviation news, simulator flights, and follow the daily
work of pilots. Their videos cover a wide range of aviation and flight sim
topics, filmed in a variety of real-world aircraft types.

Frooglesim is a freelance sim journalist who takes a look at all things
simulated, particularly flight simulation. He is a prolific poster of news
videos, posting three times a week. His YouTube channel contains an
extensive list of news videos on a vast array of flight sim topics. His popularity is evidenced by the
76.5K subscribers to his channel.
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Gripper Sim, and Reaction Review, is a reaction-giving, honest review and
opinion site about hardware and software for flight simulation products.
With an Irish sense of humour his aim is to compare flight sim products to
the real thing as many real-world student pilots are now using flight
simulators as training aids. Having said that however, an examination of
his extensive playlists reveals a great diversity in their content which are
both informative and entertaining.
Gripper has had every version of Flight Simulator since 1982 and has gone on to gain a commercial
pilot licence and is now an instructor.

Gunnies Let’s Fly VFR channel is run by an Australian, passionate real world
and flight simulator pilot. He has 23 years of military aircraft experience in
jet fighters and jet trainers. He is a passionate X-Plane 11 pilot and now is
delving into DCS. His aim is to bring you entertaining flights,
quality tutorials and fun streams. His playlists include flying
tutorials and navigation flights, performance and tuning videos
and other playlists on various topics of interest.

Mentour Pilot is a popular producer of aviation videos. Through his channel
he gives his point of view from within the airline industry on everything from
descriptions of procedures to hints about how to the industry and aircraft
operate. His practical insights provide entertaining and informative answers to
many questions aviation enthusiasts have.

Novawing24 (aka Tristan) is an Australian self-confessed, highly opinionated
YouTube content creator with flair for the over dramatic and a focus on the flight
simulation genre. He believes passionately in the power of the individual in the
flight sim community. Believing that giving back to the community is important,
he provides open and honest commentary and feedback on developments in the
simulation genre via his weekly NovaWrap series and his Three Grumpy Flyers
segment. He is also a texture artist, an example of which is his 6 texture sets for
MSFS depicting various aircraft operated by the Royal Flying Doctor Service (RFDS)
which are available for sale at a starting price $5.00 each from his Gumroad store.
Fifty-percent of sales goes to the RFDS.

The aim of the Navigraph channel is to provide the international flight
simulation community with tools and software like those available to the
aviation industry. In this channel they provide samples and screencasts
demonstrating their products: Charts (for viewing Airport Charts and Enroute Charts) and FMS Data
Manager (for updating navdata to simulator addons), along with updates and content. Their playlists
of the following categories: Navigraph Vlogs, Product Demonstrations, Flight Simulator Tutorials and
Charts Features.
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The Q8Pilot channel and Facebook page is created by an aviation enthusiast
who wishes to contribute something useful to the flight simulation
community. He streams a weekly video of 20-60 minutes and short video
Monday through Thursday depending on what is new in the flight sim world, aiming to create
content that is suitable to all ages. His playlists include: Tips & Tricks, Cinematic Videos, Aircraft
Reviews, Scenery & Plugins, Flight Navigation Tutorials, X-Plane and P3D Full Flights.

Simulation Channel Deluxe (SCD) has been set up by an aviation
enthusiast always striving for ultimate realism when flying XPlane 11, and sometimes highly tweaked FSX. The emphasis is
mainly on commercial airliners with matching real-world routes,
but sometimes VFR flying in small aircraft is the go.
Videos also consist of flight sim tutorials and how-to’s, comparisons, reviews and live streaming . His
playlist titles include: X-Plane 11, Flight Sim Tutorials, Livestreams, Ortho4XP 1.30 Tutorials, Real Life
vs Flight Sim, FSX, XP!! For Beginners, and X-Plane 10.

Thomas Rasmussen has an X-Plane flight simulation channel featuring
product videos, features, and reviews and real world flying. Specific aircraft
featured include Milviz, Socata, Cessna, gliders, turbo props, airliners and
warbirds.

Instructional sites
Angle of Attack is an online ground school for real world aviation, but has
applicability to flight simulation learning. At Angle of Attack, they have
modernised flight training through visually stunning training materials and
learning tools that make it fun to learn. The Ground School features
entertaining, educational, and engaging video courses for Private Pilot,
Instrument, Commercial and CFI ratings. Getting g Started Guides provide expert advice that will
save you time and money during flight training. The site is also home AviatorCast Podcasts and its
YouTube channel.

Bambino Tech, originally Bambino Games, is a comprehensive guide to virtual
reality (VR) for flight simulation covering: current VR sims, VR headsets, PC
requirements, pros & cons, FAQs and the future of VR flight sims. A revision of
his site has expanded content to include other areas of interest such as PCs,
personal safety, VR software and much more. His Facebook page provides
notice of updates to his website.

CountryFlyboy has extensive playlists of videos on a wide range of flight
sim topics. Some of the more non-conventional topics include how to
understand and edit aircraft config files, airport design editor, seaplane
tutorials, how to read charts and more. He is a prolific producer of videos with quality an of interest.
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Flightsim Aviation Zone is an online database for all
things flight sim. Its tools and resources include
aviation theory, aviation databases, aviation rules of thumb, world time zones, flight planner and
aviation books. Its Directory page has links to hundreds of sites related to aviation and flight
simulation.

MrCobolman (aka Derek) is a channel for FSPro and flight simulation
enthusiasts. Here, you’ll find videos on flight simulation using products such as
Microsoft’s Flight Simulator X (FSX), X-Plane 10 and Lockheed Martin’s
Prepar3D. The channel is aimed at people whose flight simulation skill varies
between beginner and intermediate. It’s for people who are keen to learn
more about the hobby and
be entertained while doing so. Its 11 playlists together contain an extensive and varied range of
tutorials, reviews, tips & tricks, recorded flights and much more. As such, it is indeed a valuable site
for beginners in the hobby.

Micah Messer records and streams video games, with a primary
focus on X-Plane 11. His flight simulation playlist contains
predominantly VATSIM Live flights. But there are two flight school
series of tutorials, one based on the Cessna 182, the other on
the Boeing 737-800. There are also two review videos on the Honeycomb yoke system.

Mutley’s Hangar is a renowned US-based forum with a vast collection of flight
simulation material contributed by knowledgeable and talented people from
the flight sim community. News and commentary on topics such as scenery,
weather generation and textures, flight planning, flight sim adventures,
hardware, re-paints , flight sim platforms and much much more. A section of
the forum is dedicated to providing free airport charts.

On the Glideslope is a passionate flight simulation blogger and cockpit builder
of long standing who has trained to become a real-world pilot. On his
YouTube channel there is sizable library of informative videos covering many
topics. His playlists include: Live Streams, PilotEdge (ATC) Flights, VR Videos,
Product Reviews and Tours, Real World Flights, Unboxings, Simmer Tutorials,
PilotEdge CAT Rating Flights, Point to Point Flights and Viewer Requests.
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Polygon by Charlie Hall is a general gaming site. However, it has some
feature articles on Microsoft Flight Simulator 2020 (MSFS) you may find of
interest. Articles include:
• Only one company could make Microsoft Flight Simulator
• If Microsoft Flight Simulator has you craving air combat, try this sim next
• Microsoft Flight Simulator guide: How to enable autopilot
• Microsoft Flight Simulator guide and complete list
• Microsoft Flight Simulator guide: How to create a flight plan
• Airplane mode is Microsoft Flight Simulator for the rest of us

The Flight Sim Deck YouTube channel and its website will take you on an
adventure around the globe in the front seat of airplane simulators. The site
contains a considerable number of videos featuring general aviation aircraft
and commercial airliners. Playlists are varied and cover a diverse range of
topics. The How To playlist in particular is an informative knowledge base on
how to maximise simulator functionality.

Qualitywings is a professional addon development company that provides high
quality products for Microsoft Flight Simulator 2004 and FSX, and to a lesser extent
Lockheed Martin’s Prepar3D. They use high end technologies in order to provide the
best and most realistic addons, improving the simulation experience for its
customers
Their video channel is primarily intended to promote their products and/or highlight the operational
features of each aircraft they release, hence they are tutorial in nature.

T4U Tutorials provides detailed yet simple tutorials for Flight Simulator
X, suitable for beginners. The channel covers all the phases of a flight
including: Taxiing, Takeoff, Landing, ATC communication, Gate
operations, Navigation, ILS approaches, IFR and VFR flights, Auto pilot, Skilled flying, and FSX Mission
help.

The X-CHECK channel contains an eclectic range of flight simulation videos
covered in the following playlists: News, Tutorials, Cinematics and Versus
News (commentary) which concentrates on the latest developments with the
new Microsoft Flight Simulator 2020. The Tutorials playlist has videos on
some of the basic FSX vs X-PLANE 11 - YouTube operations of the X-Plane
simulator.The Versus page examines the differences between the three major flight sim platforms.
No new posts have been made since December 2016 so some information may be outdated.
Nonetheless, there are some interesting videos here.
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Product developers and vendors
Aircraft & scenery developers
A2A Simulations began life as Shockwave Productions in 2003. Its
mission is to develop aircraft for flight simulation that are flown “by the
book”. This has been achieved through the introduction of Accu-sim
technology which was the culmination of a long-time dream to literally do things in simulators that
have not been done before. They have gone on to produce remarkable aircraft and extension packs
with immaculate modelling and immersion functionality. Their “Aircraft Factory” produces a
budget line of products. With realistic modelling, they are aimed at the get up and go flyer whilst
keeping the basic checklists and systems in place to keep all fliers happy.

Aerosoft develops software for professional training programs. Since 1992 it has
been developing and marketing add-ons for Microsoft Flight Simulator 2004, FSX
(boxed and Steam Edition), X-Plane and Lockheed Martin’s Prepar3D. Aerosoft is
the distributor of the popular PMDG series of airliners such as the Boeing 737 NGX
and the Boeing 777 and its related FS2Crew add-on.

Airmedia4You, by Joerg Zeitschel, is a site which features free
downloads of high quality FSX repaints, FSX sceneries and FSX
tools. The main feature of this site is the extensive list of repaints of a variety of aircraft types which
can be seen in the gallery of his work

Airworthy Designs are best known for their renditions of Caribbean scenery, like St
Maarten and St Barts. They have been developing their products to be compatible
with X-Plane, but have announced they will be opting in favour of the upcoming
Microsoft Flight Simulator 2020 if 3rd party arrangements are possible. If scenery
developments with Microsoft does not eventuate, they intend starting a transition to high quality
aircraft development.

AivlaSoft aims to develop world-class software for flight simulation users. Its
Electronic Flight Bag (EFB) for FSX provides flight simulation pilots with digital
chart viewing facilities.

Alan Blencowe creates 3D airfield sceneries for Western Australia for use
in Microsoft Flight Simulator X. A GMAX Model Library and Texture Kit
(available on the site) is required to run all his FSX fields. Since 2009 Alan
has developed over a hundred airfields in all parts of Western Australia.
This is an interesting site for those who wish to learn about airport builds. Alan
is generously willing to coach anyone interested in creating airports in their own
state or region.
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Ant’s Airplanes is an Australian site. It produces a range of highquality freeware and payware aircraft and sceneries for Microsoft’s
Flight Simulator X and Lockheed Martin’s Prepar3D. A full range of
aircraft available is displayed on the right-hand side of the page.
Select any of the pictures for more information
of go to a Free and Demos page to see what you
can get for free.

AUscene is a developer of Australian airport scenery for FS2004, FSX and Prepare3D
platforms. To date it has produced Sydney Professional X v2.0, Adelaide
International X. The packages cover the airport precincts and some immediate
surrounds. The level of detail in their airports is excellent with the rendering of
airport infrastructure
depicted accurately. The airport lighting is stunning and very realistic and adds
to the immersive experience and feel of flying into an airport at night. Available
through SimMarket.

Blue Sky Star provides super detailed sound packages for leading
aircraft models for PC based flight simulators. All sounds are
recorded and programmed with the help of real world pilots.
Sound packages are available for aircraft from the X-Plane, PREPAR3D and Microsoft Flight Simulator
platforms

Captain Sim was founded in 1999 offering expansions for Microsoft Flight
Simulator. Expansion packs include those for Boeing 777, Lockheed L10L,
Weapons for FSX, B-52 , Boeing 737, Boeing 707, Boeing 767, Boeing 757,
Boeing 727, C-130 Hercules and the Space Shuttle Orbiter,

Cessnarox Liveries produce high quality liveries for various
aircraft, predominantly airliners, that are compatible with XPlane and PREPAR3D. The latest developments and comments
can be found on hid Facebook page. Downloads are free but donations are welcome via PayPal

Carenado has a focus on creating high quality general
aviation aircraft for the most widely used flight simulator
software platforms such as Lockheed Martin Ptrepar3D,
Microsoft Flight Simulator and Laminar Research X-Plane.
Their products are capable of recreating the experience of real flight as close as possible in
simulation.
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Commercial Level Simulations creates many products or business, military and
flight simulation enthusiasts. CLS includes more detail in their products, as well
as more systems for cockpits. CLS offer both Lite products and Professional
level products, ensuring CLS has what every simmer needs. Among their
products, CLS has a range of airliners by Airbus, BAE146, Boeing and McDonald Douglas. They have
general aviation and military aircraft and a repaint manager.

Dreamflight Studios are top developers of primarily Central and South
American airports for P3D v4 and X-Plane. They have constructed airports
for Quito, Cancun, Santiago, Panama and Bogata. Forum posts indicate a
high level of satisfaction with the results of these developments.

Drzewiecki Design simulators spans the global market with a wide range of
products and services, used for professional pilot training in FAA certified
simulators as well as by flight simulation enthusiasts worldwide.
Drzewiecki Design develops software for Microsoft Flight Simulator 2004,
Microsoft Flight Simulator X, Laminar Research X-Plane and Lockheed Martin Prepar3D. They create
3D sceney models of various parts of the real world, from tiny airstrips to huge metropolitan areas
with thousands of photorealistic buildings and several international airports.

Flight Sim Labs is an award-winning company specializing in
various add-on products and services for the Microsoft Flight
Simulator and Enterprise Simulator Platform (ESP) families.
Flight Sim Labs is currently focusing on several different flight simulation products, such as highly
realistic aircraft add-ons, with the addition of the SSTSim development team, whose flagship
Concorde product for FS2004 has been repositioned by Flight Sim Labs in Flight Simulator X, with all
new 3D model, virtual cockpit and 2D panel gauge development.

Flight Sim Development Group (FSDG) comprises a number
of individual developers who formed the FSD in 2012. They
have managed to create a trust-worthy brand for flight
simulation scenery and airport addon products with attention to detail, quality and performance.

Flightsim Scenery.com is a no fuss website that
concentrates on the commercial production of scenery
maps for worldwide, including Australia, for FSX and
FS2004. It has a link to freeware scenery also available.
It also deals in repaints for the A2A series of aircraft.
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Fly Tampa is a ongoing developer of major airports or “destinations”
around the world, including YSSY Sydney. Its name comes from its
first production, KTPA Tampa, now discontinued. Their rendering
and modelling provides a high level of realism and attention to detail
with features such as city featuring mesh, photo and custom buildings, animated 3D ramp workers,
fishermen and spotters.

Flight Velocity manufactures Logitech, RealSimGear and Honeycomb
compatible flight deck panels for Prepar3D, FSX and others. Their
panels boast patented designs that are built from the desk up for
strength, durability, and high performance. Constructed in the USA from high-strength plastics, their
panels will give you hours of realistic flight time at an equally realistic price

FLYJSIM is a company aimed at providing flight simulation products and
tools to the X-Plane market. They are dedicated to the aim of pushing the
boundaries of the X-Plane platform. Their team is passionate on providing
the aviation community with unique and high-quality aircraft which can be used in a simulation
environment.

Fsimstudios develop software for commercial and professional flight
simulator platforms such as Lockheed Martin Prepar3D and Laminar
Research X-Plane. Fsimstudios also offers affordable flight simulator
scenery development for flight schools.

FS2Crew develops expansion packs for your favourite 3rd party and default
Microsoft Flight Simulator aircraft. Such as the PMDG 747 or Level-D 767.
The aim of FS2Crew series is to let users simulate multi-crew flying in a SOP
driven airline environment. This is achieved by embedding a virtual flight, cabin and ground crew
into the host aircraft who behave in much the same way as they would in the real world.

FsPassengersX allows tracking of piloting mistakes made and listed in a post-flight
report: G-force excess, too much bank, rolling outside of landing strip, forgetting
lights, flaps, seat belts, door opening in flight, excess climb or descent rate as in real
life and this will make you a better pilot.

Norm Gibson at Gibson Sceneries has developed an Australia enroute
scenery series for flight simulation which covers the Northern
Territory, New South Wales, Victoria and Tasmania. In addition, he has
recently started developing a China enroute series. Norm uses 15m
Landsat 8 satellite imagery produced by Earthstar Geographics.
It is the same imagery used by commercial and military simulators.The scenery is
perfect for enroute flight simulation and is supported by Microsoft Flight
Simulator X, FSX Steam Edition and Lockheed Martin’s Prepar3D, versions 1 to 4.
As it is most suitable for flying at medium to high altitudes, it adds an additional
layer of scenery realism above where sceneries produced by the likes of Orbx.
leave off.
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Imagine Simulation is a UK based company founded in 2004.
Its design team has a wealth of honed experience in flight
simulation modelling, texturing and design. They provide high-quality products for aerospace,
commercial, academic and gaming simulation applications.

Just Flight is one of the leading developer of Flight Simulator add-ons
including airliners, scenery and AI traffic. It produces products for FS2002,
FS2004, FSX, FSX:P Steam Edition, Prepar3D, and Combat aircraft.
Their range of products covers airliners, light aircraft, military, vintage aircraft, mission packs,
scenery and airports, tools and utilities, AI traffic and management.

Komodo Simulations began with one pilot’s effort to create a realistic
helicopter control system for both the home flight sim pilot through to
use in professional flight simulators. After 15 years in development
Komodo Simulations now offer helicopter pilots the realistic feel in a control system that allows
them to practice flying from the comfort of their own home or flight simulator.

LatinVFR are a group of developers spread throughout the world, all united by
the desire to make high quality products for the FS community. They started in
2008 with the focus on making VFR sceneries for the Latin America region. Soon
they were expanding and developing sceneries that had more popular attraction
to the FS community since at that time photo real scenery products were not as popular as airports.
They now combine photo real scenery with their airports in order to make complete FS add-ons for
both FS2004 and FSX. LatinVFR also capture the idea of difficult and challenging approaches and
have developed airports such as Cuzco , Tegucigalpa, Sucre and La Paz.

Leading Edge Simulations began in 2009 and has a mission to bring high quality,
simulated aircraft to the X-Plane flight simulator. Its products to date include
the Beech Sundowner, Beech Duchess, Douglas DC-3 and Saab 340A
It won the PC Pilot Classic Award for the DC-3, PC Pilot Platinum Award for the Saab 340A and the
Avsim Gold Star Award for the Saab 340A.

Lionheart Creations Ltd and their Facebook page is a design firm that create
and design aircraft and flight simulator pro addon packages for various flight
simulators such as Microsoft Flight Simulator X and Prepar3D as well as
working with factories on actual aircraft designs.

Lotus Simulations, was created by Michel “Lotus” Johnson.
As a private pilot, developer, and an avid fan of all things
that fly (except airliners) Lotus is dedicated to creating the most immersive and engaging aircraft
possible for FSX.
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Mettar Simulations, is a development company established by UK
blogger, Matt Davies. It’s dedicated to creating the best applications
software that exists for the flight simulator scene. Projects established
To date include PTA, a P3D tweak assistant, and Simstall, a program designed to install and
manage all flight simulation addon software. Mettar Simulations it is associated with the
projectFLY flight simulation community.

Majestic Software is the producer of what is claimed to
be the single most complex addon aircraft ever
produced for FSX. The MJC8 Q400 is a rendition of the
Bombardier Dash-8 Q400 turboprop aircraft. In addition
to the advanced simulation of the aircraft systems, this product also contains an independent Flight
Dynamics Engine (FDE) capable of running at a much higher rate than the default simulator FDE,
and free of the inherent problems to the default aircraft flight dynamics. This makes it capable of
providing the realistic wind simulation, icing effects, enhanced propeller physics including the
propeller discing and auto rotation, effects of propeller airstream on the wing lift and the icing
effects on the propeller, wings and flight surfaces. This aircraft comes in three versions: Pilot, Pro
and Training with increasing levels of features and complexity.

Milviz is the developer of high-quality military aircraft for flight
simulation platforms. Their motto is, and always has been, “quality or
why bother”. They pride themselves on the accuracy and detail of what
they do, not only in modelling and painting but also in code and in- flight dynamics.

MK STUDIOS, a Polish company, was founded in 2008 as a company
focused on flight simulation software development for both professional
and entertainment purposes. They specialise in professional airport
visualisations according to international aviation standards as well as big
area developments including mesh, infrastructure, special effects, VR and other custom simulation
solutions based on the UNITY3D engine. Their productions to date are a limited number of European
airports.

Nimbus Simulation Studios are the developers of aircraft and airport scenery
compatible with the Laminar Research X-Plane flight simulation platform. Their
products are available from X-Plane.org, an independent website community forum
focused on discussion for X-Plane and X-Plane addons. It has no affiliation with
Laminar research or X-Plane.com.

Old Prop produces visual effects to enhance your environmental experience of flight
simulation. Packages include and advanced camera system for FSX and P3d, visual
effects tailored to specific 3rd party aircraft and precipitation enhancement effects for
FSX. The download app VFZCentral is needed to download the packages, available from the Old Prop
site.
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Orbx/FTX software is arguably at the top of the flight simulation scenery
tree. Orbx was Founded in 2006 with a clear and ambitious vision to create
the best flight simulation scenery possible. Today with over 50 developers
on dozens of active projects, Orbx has released over one hundred award-winning payware and
freeware products for FSX and P3D and X-Plane including worldwide texture and vector
replacement. With the addition of new “Flow” technologies that add even more realism, Orbx
continues to push the boundaries of what is possible.

Pacific Islands Simulation promote and support the
development of flight simulation sceneries of small
island countries and trust territories of the Pacific Islands
region. Scenery coverage includes Papua New Guinea,
Soloman Islands, Federated States of Micronesia,
Marshal Islands, Tuvalu, Kiribati, American Samoa, Western Samoa, Tonga, Vanuatu, Fiji, New
Caledonia, Cook Islands, Northern Marianas, Narau and Palua. They ar5e constantly planning new
designs and incorporating ideas through research, both in-house and abroad, to provide the best
sceneries for the flight simulation experience. While their products are commercially oriented, they
also design and promote freeware sceneries for those who cannot afford it.

RAZBAM Simulations has been creating top-notch military and civilian
aircraft simulations since 2003. Until recently, RAZBAM development was
focused exclusively on the Microsoft Simulator series, including Microsoft
Flight Simulator 2004 and FSX. However, the team has stepped away from
Developing the aged Flight Simulator X, and into the split future of flight simulators. Lockheed
Martin’s Prepar3D (for civil aircraft) and Eagle Dynamics Digital Combat Simulator (for military
aircraft).

REX Simulations is a 16-time award-winning global leader in
environmental simulation software with connections to
consumers, businesses, commercial enterprises and institutions
worldwide. It produces high quality realistic weather, texture and effects software for FSX, X-Plane
and Prepar3D flight simulation platforms

Runway 26 Simulations is a sole flight simulator airport scenery
developer by designer Gerome Bodden. Specialising in airport
development compatible with X-Plane, FSX and P3D, Gerome has
developed airports centred in the Carribbean region including Miami,
Forida; Exuma, Bahamas; Grand Caymen, Caymen Islands; and Kingston and Montego, Jamaica. He
has also developed one of the most dangerous airports in the world to fly into, Toncontin Airport
(MHTG) in Honduras.

RealSimGear produce high quality, ultra-realistic hardware
products for desktop flight simulators. Their products include the
G1000 suite, GNS430 and GTN750 GPS units. Bundles are available
as are desktop stands for each of the modules.
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ShortFinal Design, founded in 2017, aims to create high quality scenery for the XPlane flight simulator. His payware product, SFD Global, overhaul’s X-Planes current
non-airport scenery by completely changing the terrain textures, reconstructing
certain autogen regions, and adding HD forest and vegetation textures. SFD Global
replaces X-Plane’s default terrain textures with new handmade alternatives. The next textures have
been carefully crafted using elements from high resolution orthoimagery. Extreme attention to
detail and the seemless blending of elements make the scenery look great.

SIMLIVERIES has created an extensive collection of airline liveries for aircraft
and ground handling (GHD) equipment. Paint kits for both aircraft
and ground handling equipment are available on this site. In addition, ‘how to’ support materials for
the paint process are available.

simPlugins, a division of BajuSoftware LLC, provides avionics plugins
and interfaces for the flight simulation community. Products have
been designed to work with X-Plane, Microsoft Flight Simulator,
Lockheed Martin PREPAR3D, Digital Combat Simulation and Condor – the competition soaring
simulator. A significant product is its Panel Builder, an add-on instrument package that allows the
creation of custom instrument panels to interface with various flight simulator platforms.

Simviation is a site of completely free downloads for Microsoft Flight
Simulator and Combat Simulator series. There are thousands of
freeware add-ons available.

sim-wings and its allied Facebook page produces high quality scenery
addons for flight simulation. Their sceneries are made with the
greatest accuracy and the highest detail. All airports are based on high
resolution aerial photographs with lots of airport specific static and dynamic objects. They use high
end programs like 3D Studio Max. Photoshop etc. for buildings. Sceneries have complex AI-CAD
layouts to be used with AI traffic. Animated objects like AES-Lite create a unique airport atmosphere
and are AES compatible.

The Supercritical Simulations Group (SSG) was formed in 2011, to provide quality
add-ons of modern airliners for the X-Plane community. SSG members bring varied
knowledge and skills to their development work, and the team includes pilots with
real world experience on the Boeing 747-8, 747 Classic, 747-400, 737NG, Airbus
A320, Canadair CRJ, Embraer ERJ-170/175 and Bae Jetstream 32 aircraft. Aircraft designers,
programmers, graphic designers, 3D modelers and system administrators also make up the team.

Sxairportdesign (SXAD) is a developer of US airports using FTX-G blended
photoscenery and Prepar3D native objects. Renderings tend to be lesser
known regional airports. A Facebook page provides the latest developments.
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Turbine Sound Studios produce sound packages for FSX and P3D recorded in HD
high definition. They do not sell directly and you will be directed to a partner website
to do an actual purchase. Current outlets include SimMarket, Just Flight, FS Pilot
Shop, PC Aviator and SimShack Shop.

UK2000 Scenery develops a growing range of flight sim
scenery products for most UK airports. Each of these
products is made to the highest standard and is well
regarded by customers. It has a responsive Support base
and Forum. The website also has links to a number of Europe-based virtual airlines.

Verticalsim Studios is the producer of quality airport and scenery products
designed for X-Plane at affordable prices. Among their scenery products is VTrees
which places realistic forests in their real-life approximate locations, making forests
feel lush and filled in. In addition, they have developed the VStates ortho project
which provides colour-corrected ortho/satellite imagery for the entire mainland United States.
Airport scenery is a selection of US airport.

Vertical Reality Simulations is an award-winning developer of
professional-level PC-based combat aircraft simulation software.
VRS products run on a variety of platforms including FSX and
Prepar3D through a series of modules called TacPack.

WF Scenery Studio (WFSS) has been creating highly authentic land scenery Chinese
airports for the FSX and P3D platforms for a number of years now. Reviews seem to
indicate that their products are of high quality with all the bells and whistles
expected these days.

White Digital Simulations was created by Russ White a for airport
developer with Orbx. An example of his work is YBBN Brisbane Airport.
Since leaving Orbx, Russ has created White Digital Simulations, a new
brand under which he continues to develop and publish his own airports and scenery.

Xtreme Prototypes is an independent software developer of
extreme aircraft simulations for education, entertainment and
the industry. Based in Montreal, Canada, they are dedicated to
producing high quality addon aircraft for the serious virtual pilot,
flight simmer, aviation student, history buff and extreme
aviation fan. Their aircraft are compatible with Microsoft Flight Simulator X, FSX Steam Edition and
Prepar3D platforms. Their award-winning X-15A-2 Special Edition addon, along with their legacy
original X-15 Series brings the excitement of rocket-powered high speed and high-altitude flight
and the challenge of a research mission to X-15 fans in more than 30 countries. Other aircraft
include the GLJ Model 25D business jet, and the Bell X-1 SG research aircraft.
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Wilco Publishing, since 1997 has gathered together a team of very talented
developers, aided by flight simulation experts, with the aim of adding high
quality products to expand the realism of Microsoft Flight Simulator. Using
revolutionary technologies that set new standards in flight simulation, they
have produced a wide range of high-quality flight sim products including
realistic sceneries, adventures, planes and panels.

Product vendors
Flight1 is a well-known supplier of flight simulation for FSX, FS2004 and
Prepare3D. In addition to being able to purchase quality products in the
categories of aircraft, scenery, utilities, simulators, avionics and flight
training, you can access hundreds of free downloads.

FsPilotShop offers a largest selection of in-stock flight simulation
products, software and accessories anywhere. With over 2500
Products from dozens of vendors, you can find whatever you are
looking for to make your flight simulation experience as realistic as possible, from the beginner to
the advanced user.

FS Recorder is an addon module for Microsoft Flight Simulator available
for FS2004 and FSX. It allows the recording and playback of flights,
similar to the instant replay and video recorder built into FS, but with a
Lot more features. The recorded flights can be played back either using the user’s aircraft or as AI
traffic, which allows you to fly formations with yourself.

FSCaptain is an addon to Microsoft Flight Simulator FS2004, FSX (box and Steam
edition) and Lockheed Martin’s Prepar3D. It takes the boredom out of Flight
Simulator by giving you a reason to fly and a highly realistic professional modern
aviation environment. FSCaptain provides what MS Flight Simulator left out in simulating the
modern aviation world. You’ll have a company to work for with rules and policies you will need to
follow.
FS-Flight Control is Instructor Operator Station (IOS) application compatible with
PrePar3D, FSX, and X-Plane 10/11. It features include: Position, Map, Flight plan,
Weather conditions, Pushback, Fuel/Load, View/Slew, Failures, Aircraft,
Statistics, Network, Motion, Settings, Info, Colour theme and Access control. An
online manual explains all functionality of FS-Control and the context related help icons in the
product itself will get you directly to the relevant topic.
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FSiPanel is new software for discerning flight simulator enthusiasts. This utility
allows you to emulate the training habits of professional pilots. In current flight
simulator programs, after landing – in order to fly another approach – you must:
reposition the aircraft on the ground, re-program the FMS, re-configure the
whole aircraft, take off again, and fly the circuit – all of which takes another 15
minutes of your valuable time in order to be able to set up another practice approach. Compatible
with FSX and P3d, FSiPanel allows you to use a simple but powerful ‘point-and-click’ instructor
panel (on a stand-alone PC or server) to repeat approaches and landings training from a desired
position e.g. final approach, downwind leg, base leg, vectors, set altitude in cruise, on an airport
STAR or runway threshold for a traffic pattern.

located in Mickleham, Victoria (near Melbourne Airport)
Flarose Pty Ltd, is a supplier of the official Ansett
Australia promotional merchandise which is still available today. They have a large
range of products including: Pilot cases, pilot shirts & epaulettes, wings, travel
accessories, aircraft die cast models and a large range of promotional items.

The Instructor Station will transform your flight simulator into a serious tool for
pilot training and proficiency. It is designed to assist the instructor in controlling
the simulation training environment and monitoring all aspects of pilot/crew
performance in the simulator. The instructor can control, via this software, all
functions such as aircraft position and systems, meteorological, environmental, and situational
parameters. FAA approved in Basic Aviation Training Devices (BATD), it is compatible with P3D, v1-4,
FS2004, FSX and X-Plane.

Just Flight, along with its online retail store SimMarket, is the world’s largest
supplier of flight simulation products outside Microsoft. They have a large
collection of products suitable for FSX, FSX Steam Edition, Prepar3D and XPlane from a wide range of developers and more than 300 high quality
add-ons including airliners, scenery, AI traffic and military aircraft. The SimMarket site has a News &
Reviews section on the latest developments in sim ware.

PC Aviator has been serving the flight sim community since 1990. It boasts
over 2,400 hardware and software products and caters for the major flight
simulation platforms. Hardware items include peripherals such as Saitek
/Logitech products. Software can be purchased as boxed sets or as downloads. PCA provides
excellent service with prompt delivery. Until 2019, PCA had a store in Australia which unfortunately
closed. All dealings are now out of the US office.
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Today’s technology has given us the GPS but VFR still requires
visual navigation as the primary method. With MSFS now
producing exceptional graphics, VFR fight becomes much more
achievable.
Hence, the use of in-flight nav aid rules would add to the reality of VFR flight. The NAV_AID RULE
or NAV_AID PLUS and an aeronautical chart is all you should require with the comfort that track
corrections or diversions are easily taken care of. Constructed with sturdy and flexible plastic,
the NAV_AID PLUS is an in-built circular computer which allows you to do your pre-flight
and en-route calculations of ground speed, distance and time intervals. The
apparatus has for convenience one defined distance scale either WAC
1:1,000,000 or Sectional 1:500,000. No multiple scales to cause confusion.
Availabe from Sifeba Australia.

News sites
The Development Update for Microsoft Flight Simulator 2020
(MSFS) is a must if you use this platform. The site provides the
latest information on the ongoing patch notes, release notes,
and developments of MSFS. It provides information on the
release of new addons and their prices.
A user forum on news, events and support is also accessible through this site. Forum topics
include:
• Community Discussion & News
• Virtual Reality (VR)
• Guides
• Bugs & Issues
• Flying
• SDK Discussion
• Default Aircraft
• Third Party Addon Discussion
• Multiplayer
• Archives
• Self-Service

Flightsim.news is a US news and review portal for flight
simulation. With innovative filtering technologies they
use the modern Internet to provide a perfect user
experience coupled with news and information about the flight sim hobby. They provide news
relating to all the major flight simulation platforms and a special page dedicated to recommended
freeware.

Flight Sim Global provides a one stop destination for all flight
simulation needs. Its services include, news, recently released
products, providing companies with commercials. In addition, they
provide a range of tutorials and a repaint service.
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FSElite started in 2015 with the desire to create an engaging, fair,
and open place for the flight sim community to gain its daily flight
simulation knowledge. The team at FSElite spends countless hours
every day to bring you the very best in original content, quick news stories and informative reviews.
Their passion, energy and drive has allowed them to be the most frequently visited flight simulation
media outlet with over 76,000 users every month and repeat readers of over 500,000 page views
per month.
Highly recommended by Flight Simulation Australia.

Infinite Flight offers a most comprehensive flight simulation experience on
mobile devices, whether you are a curious novice or a decorated pilot. You
are able to explore high-definition scenery in regions around the world with
a diverse inventory of detailed aircraft. They have video playlists in a
number of categories including flight training, ATC tutorials and live streams

PCPilot is the world’s favourite flight simulation magazine. It brings sense and
expert opinion to the exciting and often daunting world of flight simulation.
Contributions include many real-world pilots and aviation professionals to ensure that what you
read is as real as it gets. Published bi-monthly, each issue of the magazine is packed with detailed
news, advice, reviews, features and views on all aspects of flight simulation. Subscription to the
magazine can be made here.

Perfect Flight is a real and simulation aviation news and information site.
It provides reviews of new releases of flight simulation products and
videos and is an online retail outlet for these products

Stormbirds is a flight simulation blog which began in 2016 is about
worlds of aviation and PC simulation. The author writes editorials,
short historical pieces on aircraft tactics, news and events from the
simulation world. The site would be of particular interest to military
aircraft enthusiasts. On its Aircraft Gazetteer page, it showcases military aircraft the author
personally flies in simulation. The Resources page contains reviews and reviews on product
releases. Of particular interest to waries is the annual Sturmovikfest. This is a week-long online
festival organized by the IL-2 Sturmovik fan community. Throughout a week, servers, squads,
streamers and more run events and fly-in’s on multiplayer servers.

SimFlight is a renowned flight simulation news and forum site which
provides up to date information on the latest releases and
developments in the flight simulation world. It has an interesting page
on the history of flight simulation. SimFlight’s commercial arm is SimMarket.
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Sky Blue Radio broadcasts worldwide 24 hours a day with live DJ’s and reaches
several million listeners annually. Sky Blue Radio is a leading internet radio station
serving the aviation and flight simulation community.

Threshold is put together by a dedicated team of writers, editors and
reviewers who have a passion for writing and sharing their content with
the X-Plane community. Their mission is “empowerment through a
tenacious drive for truthfulness and accountability” They maintain discourse with everyone in XPlane to provide the latest news and articles, delivering factual content that matters.

The phil style channel is largely dedicated to aviation and aviation combat
games. Posts are primarily content from DCS and X-Plane platforms. Most of
the posts are full flight videos of military missions incorporating training. This
channel would be off appeal to those who enjoy the flying of fighter jets of all
types.

Videos
This is why we fly was recorded on a GoPro camera and uploaded to You
Tube by QANTAS pilot MrGoodViews PIlot in 2013. It is an amazing and
acclaimed video. In increased speed mode, it features a Boeing 737-800
descending through 8 octas of low cloud between the rugged mountain
ranges surrounding, Queenstown, New Zealand making an instrument
approach to runway 05. It gives me goose bumps every time I watch it. It inspired research into and
the writing of an article on RNP navigation.

AviationLads is a company which produces quality official
trailers, after sale promotions and community projects.
They produce high-quality videos and official addon
trailers for many developers which can be watched on their website or You Tube channels. In
addition, they provide maxed-out Prepar3D v4 settings, special adjustments for different addons and
ultrarealistic presets.

Jack’s FS Videos has hundreds of flight sim videos from tutorials to full flights
including P3D, FSX, X-Plane and more. You can get to grips with each flight
sim platform with both basic and advanced tutorials, plus hundreds of nontutorials to enjoy, including take-offs, landings, reviews and full flights. Jack is
a prolific producer and streamer of videos and demonstrates a passion for all
things flight sim. Jack also has a range of merchandise for purchase.
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Sims Smith is a channel that contains an eclectic range of videos from tutorials
for beginners through to some more technical aspects of flight simming with
the emphasis being on X-Plane 11. Airports tend to be centred on the Indian
sub-continent particularly Bangladesh.

TheFlightChanel is dedicated to the making of full flight videos with an
emphasis on the re-creation of real-world accidents and crashes of airliners.
The aim is to achieve as much realism as possible. There is no commentary
accompanying the videos which make them rather one dimensional. Hence,
they are not tutorial in nature and remain in the entertainment category.

Let’s Play is a collection of over two hundred popular You Tube flight simulation
videos that have been compiled by the Precision Manuals Development Group
(PMDG).

MattyBo02 has a single playlist of close to 200 video recordings of flights
Matt has undertaken in flight simulators. He started off with Microsoft Flight
Simulator X, but made the switch to Lockheed Martin’s Prepar3D in early
2017. Recorded flights are predominantly undertaken in jet airliners.

---------------------------
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